
LOADING BELLOW



MANGAS TELESCOPICASTECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND ADVANTAGES

E�ectively tested thanks to the installation
Electro music-tyre(-pneumatic), level

regulators and of purposes of running (race)

Low volume of air of inhalation and
thus Cleaner is the air �lter.

Cost cutting of exploitation in reason
Of the high volume of goods and not much

time.
Of wait of vehicles 

Cost cutting of investment grace has I economy
of the �lter and the ventilator when the 

uncalled-for air returned to the silo.

 Without dust, thanks to the mouth of
tipht pneumatic load; do not contaminate

the environment;
without cleaning

Entretien facile 

Ease of
installation

Estimated capacity: 
125 m³ / h. 

Aspiration: 
350-500 m³ / h

Universal, adapted 
 to all the types of bulk solids.

APPLICATION

This element is designed for the production of the cargo of product since the silo al camión of a tight fashion. The main sectors of application of 
Telescopic Manche of TOUSI SL are: the mining, the aggregates and the concrete, the chemistry, the pharmaceutical of the environment, the food, 
etc...



OPERATING MODE

NORMS

MATERIALS OPTIONS OF THE BELLOWS

When you located(localized) the truck under the silo, the bellows(slap) is spread(displayed,deployed) to support its exit(release) in the entrance(entry) 
of the reservoir. Then, the passage uncorks(results) In the fall of the product and the conducts(drivings) outer(foreign) are in charge(are loaded) d to 
inhale(suck up) dust generated aspiréeen the same time(weather). As the load(responsibility) is ended, 

The telescopic mu�(wing) receives a signal and returns to its retracted position 

The European regulations of safety(security) IT:
The European standards of safety IT  integrate protections into the mobile
zones, and thus,  preventing any body or object that can be accidentally 
trapped or dragged.

Normative ATEX: Produced commercial elemts TOUSI SL, marketed in 
compliance with the directive 94/9/IT for equipments. And systems 
protection for a use in atmospheres. Explosives.

 
 
 

 

 

Steel in the 
carbonne steel 

antiwear
Inox. AISI-304
Inox. AISI-316

PVC + Polyester
PVC atoxique blanc

Polyester + Perbunan

-standard.
-for products. Extremely
abrasive.
-For food and chemicals.
-For food and chemicals

-STANDARD for all
Types of applications in 60
The food and Chemical 
industries
-for in 60 ° C.
- Special for one
high temperatures
Going to 120 ° C

 BELLOW 
INSIDE

 SIMPLE BELLOWS  

 

BUCKETS
INSIDE

 

 

 

 
  

  

 
 

Left there 
contact 
with 
meteaux

Bellow

Construction basique.
Internal bellows of 
palyester.
Capable for the majority 
of products.

For product little exigents
Without extraction of 
dust.

For abrasive products.
Steel buckets metalique.
In the carbono, the stainless
steel (1.4301 o 1.4401), o
aciero anti wear, depend of
material and I use of her
sleeve.



LONGUEURS DE LA MANCHE (mm) 

MOVABLE BELL  FIXED BELL  

D L 

(extend

ido) 

L 

(recogido) 

Nº 

(cazoletas 

Peso 

(kg) 

D L 

(extend

ido) 

L 

(recogido) 

Nº 

(cazoletas 

Peso 

(kg) 

1450 1710 830 4 150 1425 1670 910 5 150 

1640 1900 860 5 156 1615 1860 920 6 156 

1830 2090 900 6 162 1805 2050 965 7 162 

2020 2280 940 7 168 1995 2240 1000 8 168 

2210 2470 975 8 174 2185 2430 1035 9 174 

2400 2660 1015 9 180 2375 2620 1070 10 180 

 

DIMENSIONS


